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BEHAVIORAL HEALTH GUIDELI/ES 
I/TERVIEW QUESTIO/S FOR CERTIFICATIO/ 

 
 
The following questions were adapted and approved by the Oklahoma 
Conference Board of Ordained Ministry and taken from The Behavioral 
Health Guidelines for Boards of Ministry - the Advisory Committee on 
Psychological Assessment , Candidacy Assessment Office, Division of 
Ordained Ministry, March 2005. These questions are to be used at the 
certification interview by the district committee on ministry. 
 
Candidates must be advised, before their certification interview, that the 
following questions will be part of the interview process.  Possible verbiage 
for such a letter might read, “The Division of Ordained Ministry has 
developed questions to be used in your certification interview, which have 
been adapted by the Oklahoma Conference Board of Ordained Ministry. The 
District Committee of the _____________ district must discern your gifts, 
evidence of God’s grace in your life and promise of future usefulness in 
ordained ministry (Par. 301.2 & 663.8 – 2004 Book of Discipline) The 
following questions seek to inquire into how your experiences impact your 
inner being or spirit and how your inmost spirit transforms behavior patterns 
(I Corinthians 13, Romans 12). To make the interview shorter, you may 
answer the questions and mail responses to the dCOM chair.  Your answers 
will be reviewed by the district committee and will be part of your interview.  
If you choose not to submit a written response, many of these questions will 
be asked orally during the interview. The dCOM looks forward to meeting 
with you and your continued participation in the process.” 
 
To the interview team:  Please note that following each section of questions 
will be an action recommendation (which should not be printed in the letter 
to candidates.  These recommendations come directly from The Behavioral 
Health Guidelines for Boards of Ministry paper from the Candidacy 
Assessment Office, Division of Ordained Ministry, March 2005. The 
Candidacy Assessment Office recommends that “each recommendation or 
guideline requires interpretation on a case-by-case basis.” 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
 
 
 

I. Physical Health 
 

(1) Other than what your reported in form 103, do you have other 
obvious health concerns? 
 
Yes                                                           No 
 
If “yes” please describe 
 
(2) How would you evaluate your overall physical health? 
 
 
 
 
(3) How does your physical health impact your ability to be an 

effective minister? 
 
 
 
          Recommendations:  “Candidates should be able to articulate their 
plans for physical health care. Candidates with medical problems should 
demonstrate medical consultation and cooperation with treatment plans.” 
 
 
 

II. Management of personal finances 
 

(1) Do you have any history of personal bankruptcy?  If “yes” 
please explain. 

 
(2) Any money judgments filed against you?  Describe the  

Sequence of your difficulties. (are there extenuating 
circumstances?) 
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               Recommendations:  “If the candidate has a history of having been 
reported to the credit bureau, then three years of a good credit history is 
recommended. If the candidate has a history of a personal bankruptcy, then 
five years of good credit is recommended. If the candidate has a history of 
money judgments, then it is recommended that the judgments be satisfied 
prior to continuance. 
 
 

III. Mental Illness 
 

(1) Any diagnosis of bipolar disorder, schizophrenia or any other 
Psychotic disorder?  If “yes”, please describe. 

 
          
 
 

(2) Prescribed any psychiatric meditations( including  
Antidepressants and anxiolytics)?  

 
 
         

(3) Any attempted suicide? 
 
 
 
              Recommendations:  “The more severe the psychiatric impairment, 
the more important the need for direct consultation with the treating mental 
health practitioners. The Board may wish to bring in its own mental health 
consultants in order to evaluate the candidate’s situation. 
 
             The candidate has a history of remission from any moderately-t0-
severly impairing conditions for not less than five years without necessity 
for psychiatric hospitalization, though treatment may continue. 
 
             The candidate has a history of responsible management of any 
mildly-to-moderately impairing conditions for not less than five years, and 
has an effective treatment program in place.” 
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IV.       Alcohol Abuse/dependence 
 
 

(1) Any history of drinking to the point of intoxication, arrest for  
Driving while intoxicated or complaints by family or others 
regarding your use of alcohol? 

 
 
 
 
 

(2) Have you ever felt you should cut down or your drinking or 
Felt guilty about your drinking? 

 
 
 
           Recommendations: “if any of the critical behaviors are recent – 
within five years (history of drinking to the point of intoxication; arrest for 
driving while intoxicated; history of arrest for public intoxication; 
complaints by family or others regarding the use of alcohol),then consider 
requiring a formal “substance abuse evaluation” by a certified chemical 
dependency treatment specialist. 
 
         If there is clear evidence of alcohol dependence at any time, then 
consider requiring participation in Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) or 
equivalent program and continued involvement in such a program for not 
less than five years prior to certification for candidacy.” 
 
V.        Chemical Abuse/dependency 
 

(4) Any use of non-prescribed substances, including but not 
limited to marijuana, cocaine, hashish, hallucinogens, 
sedatives, amphetamines or other stimulants? 

 
 
 

(5) Any misuse of prescribed pharmacological agents of any type? 
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              Recommendations:  “If the history reveals occasional and/or 
experimental use limited to an adolescent period, then consider requiring not 
less than five years of sobriety prior to certification for candidacy.  
 
             If the history reveals any adult use of illegal substances, or any 
misuse of prescribed pharmacological agent, then consider requiring a 
formal chemical dependency assessment from a credentialed chemical 
dependency treatment specialist.  A period of not less than five years of 
sobriety prior to certification for candidacy would also be appropriate.” 

 
 

VI. Legal (general) 
 

a. More than three moving violations (traffic) within the 
preceding three years? 

 
 
 

b. Any arrest or conviction for any misdemeanor? 
 
 
 

c. Any arrest for felony?  (Form 114) 
 
 
 
              Recommendations: “Candidates may have no more than three 
moving violations (traffic) within the preceding three years. 
 
             A history of arrest for any misdemeanor or felony requires 
investigation of the circumstances of the arrest including review of the 
offense (police) report. Results of the investigation may require an 
appropriate period without history of difficulty or further arrest prior to 
certification for candidacy or continuance. 
 
            A history of conviction for any felony is, under most circumstances, 
permanently disqualifying.” 
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VII. Family Violence 
 

(1) Any report or complaint (against you) of family 
violence? 

 
 
 
 
                           (2)  Any history that a law enforcement unit has been 
                                  called to your residence because of your behavior? 
 
 
 
 
     

(2) Any report or complaint (against you) to protective 
Services for inappropriate treatment or children or 
Adults? 

 
 
 

(3) Any history of protective orders against you? 
 
 
                Recommendations:  “The candidate shall ordinarily have not less 
than three years without reports as described. 
 
                              The presence of any critical behaviors requires an 
investigation into the facts and circumstances and an appropriate period may 
be required prior to certification for candidacy or continuance.  The 
candidate shall acknowledge his/her behaviors and may have entered into 
family counseling or other appropriate treatment.” 
 
 
 

VIII. Divorce or Infidelity 
 

(1) Have you been divorced in the past three years? 
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(2) Do you have a history of being married more than  
Twice? 

 
 
 
 
 

(3) Any history of infidelity? 
 
 
Recommendations:  “If there is a recent divorce (within 2-3 years), then the 
candidate should be able to articulate any dysfunctional patterns in intimate 
relationship and have taken steps to safeguard current or future marriage 
covenants. 
 
                           If there is insufficient evidence that sufficient exploratory 
or reparative work has been done, the Board may wish to recommend or 
require a course of psychotherapy and/or other conditions, such as a delay of 
one year. “ 
 
 

IX. Sexual Misconduct 
 

(1) Any history of complaints or charges (either formal or 
informal) of sexual harassment? 

 
 
 

(2) Any history of improper conduct? 
 
 
 
              Recommendations:  “Consider further assessment.  The Board of 
Ministry should explore in an interview with the committee the steps the 
candidate has taken to identify and understand and deal with the 
psychological vulnerabilities that contributed to the behavior, and what 
safeguards the candidate has put into place to guard against the possibility of 
similar behavior in the future. 
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             The candidate should have no evidence of sexual misconduct for a 
minimum of three years.   A candidate must articulate a plan to insure that 
such behavior is unlikely to recur.  This plan may include intensive 
psychotherapy and/or ongoing supervision, or other conditions required by 
the Board. 
 
 
 

X. Legal- Sex related crimes 
 

(1) Have you received any treatment for any sex-related 
crime? 

 
 

(2) Have you ever been arrested, convicted, or had a  
Written accusation for any sex-related crime? 

 
 
 
 
Recommendations:  “If the candidate has committed a sex-related crime, he 
or she should be permanently disqualified.  Certainly the candidate is 
entitled to be considered innocent until proven guilty, so a written accusation 
or arrest alone is not sufficient for disqualification, but either one would 
raise significant questions which the Board would need to explore in depth. 
 
        The recommendation for permanent disqualification reflects the 
massive legal exposure an Annual Conference would take on were it to place 
in ministry a known sex offender.  Behind that reality, however, is the 
awareness that currently available treatments for such offenses are of limited 
utility, with high rates of recidivism.  
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VOCATIONAL IDENTITY 

 
 

(A dCOM may find these categories useful in certification interviews – 
These were notes taken from a seminar at St. Paul’s Episcopal Cathedral  
in Oklahoma City) 
 
In interviewing candidates, listen for a vocational identify for ordination.  
Vocation is not something we do, it emerges out of who we are and our 
deeply held beliefs.  Listen also for the life story and how a candidate’s faith 
identify helps makes sense out of their life events. Is a personal identify 
coming from the heart or is it being imposed upon the candidate from 
outside. 
 
We listen how one acquires a vocational identify through three areas:  (1)  
life story (2)  Faith identify and (3) call 
 
Does ministry seem to be emerging out of this narrative or is it imposed?  
Does the faith identify and call come out of the story? 
 
                                          LIFE STORY 
                                            (narrative) 
 
 

(1) What shapes the candidate – Who is this person in the family – what 
did the candidate learn about grief, emotions, conflict, how to get 
needs met ,how to get loved, leadership. 

 
(2) In listening to the life story, hear how the candidate gets blessed. 

How one functions in a family system will ultimately tell one how 
he/she will function in ministry. 

 
(3) Past story and the future story (identify). What is the candidate 

anticipating (goals and expectations) 
 

(4) What will ministry be for the candidate then?  Will people follow 
you?  What do you expect to be your greatest reward?  (Does this 
come from the past?) 
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(5) What do you anticipate (goals) in your ministry?  What will people  
Get made at you about? (What have people grumbled about you in 
 The past?) 
 
 

FAITH IDENTITY 
 
 

 
The life story can be made sensible by the faith identify i.e. faith 
makes sense of the life story (both personal and involvement in the  
World) 
 
(1) How are the faith words (like grace, salvation, etc) give shape to 

The life story?  
 
 

(2) How has the life story informed the candidate’s theology? 
 
           (Pay attention to how the candidate integrates the life story and faith 
           identity OR does the faith identity create distance between these two 
           realms? 
 
 

(3) How does the candidate come to wear this faith ( a piece of  their 
Identify) 

 
 
Neil Hamilton speaks of a two-phrase faith:  (1)  Disciple phase – joins the 
movement and follows Jesus. Following might have a reward, but the cross 
is the end of this illusion, it was not what the disciple expected then one 
moves to a second phrase: (2)  Spirit Phrase – the disciple now goes to 
Jerusalem – there is a new set of expectations 
 
Hamilton says that the faith identity is able to assist the person with the cross 
– where did expectations change?  How has that change shaped where the 
candidate is now in his/her faith? 
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What events have shaped the candidate’s faith?  (This is where the core 
beliefs are!) What are the values or emotions?  In this place the committee 
will learn about values and how faith has integrated into the life story. 
 
 

The Call 
 

 
 
(How do you know when a person has a call or when they do not?) 
 

(1) Check into the stirrings in their lives (something sacred going on) 
 

(2) The call for the ancients was (a)  Intelligence (b) emotions and (c) 
Spirit (what is shaping the person) A desire to help people is not 
A call – it is something else entirely. 

 
(3) The spirit must be shaped by intelligence – What price is the  

Candidate willing to pay?   
 

(4) How long is the candidate willing to pay this price (people’s lives 
Will be disrupted- family etc.) 

 
 

(5) One test of an authentic all is whether or not it is an intensely 
personal experience – can the candidate realize that it is no longer a 
private call that it must be made available to the community for 
community discernment (I Cor. 12:4-7)? 

(6) A candidate’s personal experience with Jesus must also include 
kingdom language, community and creator/creation language.  This 
is a way to filter through an authentic call to ministry. 

 
Questions to the candidate: 
 

(1) Where does kingdom fit into your sense of a call? 
(2) Where does community fit into your sense of call? 
(3) Where does creator/creation fit into your sense of call? 

 
(7) A call must call one into a new being not just a new psychology 

(just to help people) 
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dCOM QUESTIONS 

 
 
 

(1) Are we able to entrust this person with the care of 
congregations? 

 
(2) How are we doing ourselves in this process?  What is going on 

With the committee itself as we interviewed? 
 
 

(4) What happened in this process?  Did we get caught up in the  
                “doing” and ignore the “being” ? (What kind of committee 
                do we want to be given what the church has charged us to do?) 
 
(5)  What are we doing in the name of the Church? 
 
 

 
    
 
 

 
 
                                
                

 
 

 
 
  


